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Programme Outcome

One of the requirements needed by accreditors from MQA is the establishment of learning
outcome / programme outcome (PO) and the programme design. PO is a statement that describes
what students are expected to know or able to do by the time of graduation (Abet Criteria, 2004).
PO statements that are used in this paper are described as:
i. ability to acquire and apply knowledge of science and engineering fundamentals
ii. acquiring in-depth technical competence in a specific engineering discipline
iii. ability to undertake problem identification, formulation and solution.
iv. ability to utilise systems approach to design and evaluate operational performance
v. understanding of the principles of sustainable design and development
VI. understanding of professional and ethical responsibilities and commitment
VII. ability to communicate effectively, not only with engineers but also with the community at

large.
viii. ability to function effectively as an individual and in a group.
ix. ability to function effectively as a leader or manager as well as an effective team member.
x. understanding of the social, cultural, global and environmental responsibilities of a

professional engineer and the need for sustainable development.
xi. recognising the need to undertaken life-long learning and possessing/ acquiring the capacity

to do so.
xii. ability to design and conduct experiment as well as to analyze and interpret data
xiii. having the knowledge of contemporary issues.

Programme Assessment in Diploma of Civil Engineering (ECHO)

The Civil Engineering diploma programmes has gone through the assessment programme for
their first batch of graduates that had gone thorugh the aBE approach in June 2009. However,
the actual process of the assessment had started in 2007. The assessment and evaluation were
done manually by distributing questionnaires to graduating students. However, this method has
created problems that are related to time, resources and cost. Not only this process took about
two months to produce results, but the process of gathering the data, analysing the data and
producing the results has proven to be tedious. The logistic aspect also contributes to the
difficulties in carrying out this bi-annual assessment for all campuses in the country. At present,
the Faculty of Civil Engineering is the only faculty involved with the exercise. However, current
development shows that, other faculties will implement the aBE curricular in 2010. Thus, the
assessment will be done in a larger scale and may result in complexities. Notwithstanding the
complexity of the process, the assessment and evaluation need to be carried out as evidences
have to be documented for accreditation purposes. Thus, a more systematic method of assessing
and evaluating needs to be developed. This innovation proposes an electronic solution for
programme outcome assessment to support the requirement needed in aBE implementation. The
system can help in managing data and minimising the use of resources such as paper and support
staff for data entry and analysis. It is also able to provide sufficient, reliable and fast results
which can be used as performance criteria at the continual quality improvement (CQI) level.
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System Requirement

The system uses the XAMPP software which is an open source software that is available for free.
The system employs PHP as the programming language, HTML as an interface and MySQL as
the database.

Process Development

The System Development Life Cycle (SDLe) has been used as one of the methodologies to
develop the system. This SDLC involves five phases. Phase 1, Planning, is the most important
part where users' requirements are gathered. These requirements can be obtained by examining
related documentation and users' perceptions based on survey. Phase 2, Analysis, involves
analysing all the data gathered based on the problems occurred that have instigated the
development of the system. Phase 3, Development, is where the system is constructed. Phase 4,
Implementation, is the installment of the system in other computers. Reviewing of any problems
that occurred during the usage of the system is also carried out in this implementation phase. In
Phase 5, Maintenance, the system is not only maintained, but also enhanced for future
consideration.

Users' Scope

The users for this system are students and administrator. Both of these users have different scope
of usage. Students can only view and update their personal information and answer the
questionnaires for the progran1me outcome assessment purposes. Administrator, on the other
hand, has a wider usage of the system. This includes adding and deleting students' information,
updating the questionnaires and also generating report for the assessment. The following Table I
illustrates the users' involved and their scope in the system.

Table I. User's Scope

Student Administrator

View personal information Add student

Update persona) information Update students' personal information

Answer questionnaires Delete students' personal information

Add semester

Update semester

Add I update questionnaire

View statistics

Print Statistics
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System Output

As the final output, the system will be able to generate reports from the students' response to the
questionnaire. The reports will be generated in terms of mean score for each question. Reports
for the means can also be generated in the forms of graphs or charts.

Conclusion

The development of the web-based assessment system can greatly support the requirement
needed in the OBE implementation. The system can help managing the large data systematically
and with accuracy. In addition, the system can help in managing data and minimising the use of
resources such as paper and support staff for data entry and analysis. It is also able to provide
sufficient, reliable and fast results which can be used as performance criteria at the continual
quality improvement (CQI) level.
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